Growing older gracefully?

In the second article of our new series, Neel Kothari asks whether younger dentists will be allowed the luxury to flourish in their careers and mature in the new NHS dental system or will they be forced into independent practice?

Money a priority?

Whereas the chief dental officer (CDO) announced that all endodontic files were to become single-use, we had to ask ourselves whether this decision was supported by the evidence base or was merely an overreaction. Whatever the case, the profession has clearly been alienated by the issue of remuneration: there is no funding within the UDA system and dentists have had to swallow the extra costs. The CDO has tried to address this issue by suggesting that the financial impact of this should be relatively minimal for most dentists, and has provided examples of cheaper single-use files ranging from around £5 for hand files and £10 for NiTi rotary files. But by advocating choosing cheaper alternatives and passing on this additional cost to dentists, the CDO has not sent a strong message to the profession that it is prepared to fund the highest level of care, when seemingly here adequate care will do. Some dentists, such as those with relatively stable lists of patients or those in private practice, have been able to accommodate this change with relative ease. However, many in the NHS feel this is just another setback for NHS endodontics, and agree with the HSC in criticising the width of range of hand two treatment items.

The issue of NHS endodontics has evoked a highly emotional response from the dental profession. Rather than being the sole flaw in an otherwise workable system, this issue merely highlights the range of problems dentists face in their working lives. These problems can especially affect newly qualified dentists, since they often take over growing lists with a higher dental need, rather than stable ones. The UDA funding, based on historical data, does not accurately apply to newly qualified dentists without a reference period, and therefore causes many in the profession to question the rationale of the ‘swings and roundabouts’ approach advocated by the CDO. While the CDO claims most dentists will be better off with this new contract, the prospects for those dentists taking on new patients can be very uncertain, often having to provide an unlimited quantity of work for very little reward.

Lack of trust

The DH’s own prediction of patient-charge revenue in 2006-07 was over-estimated by a £159 million. Research from the BDA has shown that almost half of dentists in the first year of the contract failed to meet their UDA targets. It is this uncertainty which does not provide reassurance to the profession that dentistry can or will be heading further towards a basic ‘core’ service, rather than promoting excellence in dental care. So if the DH is looking to rebuild burnt bridges between PCTs and dental professionals, it must look with urgency at how it might provide a platform for dentists to practice a range of simple and complex healthcare, while fairly remunerating them for this. Otherwise, younger dentists may grow old outside of the NHS.

However, as Mark Twain once said: ‘Age is an issue of mind over matter. If you don’t mind, it doesn’t matter’.
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